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Algorithms and Algorithms and 
ComplexityComplexity

Lecture 1: Complexity analysisLecture 1: Complexity analysis

Concepts CoveredConcepts Covered

�� Growth FunctionsGrowth Functions

�� Mathematical Analysis (nonMathematical Analysis (non--recursive functions)recursive functions)

�� Mathematical Analysis (recursive functions)Mathematical Analysis (recursive functions)

�� Analysis by ExperimentationAnalysis by Experimentation
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What is countedWhat is counted

�� Time complexity analysis is a bit confusing Time complexity analysis is a bit confusing 
as actual execution time can vary based as actual execution time can vary based 
on:on:
�� Processor executing the algorithmProcessor executing the algorithm
�� Quality of the code that implements the Quality of the code that implements the 

algorithmalgorithm

�� Therefore time complexity is mostly Therefore time complexity is mostly 
interested with the times the interested with the times the basic basic 
operationoperation of the algorithm is visitedof the algorithm is visited

Analysis TypesAnalysis Types

�� Often the times the basic op of an Often the times the basic op of an 
algorithm is visited depends on the actual algorithm is visited depends on the actual 
problem input. There are three analysis problem input. There are three analysis 
types of interest:types of interest:
�� Best case: what is the time needed if the input Best case: what is the time needed if the input 

is idealis ideal
�� Worst case: what is the time needed if the Worst case: what is the time needed if the 

input is as bad as possibleinput is as bad as possible
�� Average case: what is the time needed on Average case: what is the time needed on 

averageaverage
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Analysis Types (Analysis Types (exampleexample))

�� Consider finding an element from an Consider finding an element from an 
unordered list of elementsunordered list of elements

�� Core algorithm could be:Core algorithm could be:
x = list.firstElement()

while x != item {

x = x.nextElement()

}

if NOT is_empty(x) return x

else return FALSE

Analysis Types (Analysis Types (exampleexample))

�� Best case: the item searched for is the first element of Best case: the item searched for is the first element of 
the list, i.e. times basic op tested is the list, i.e. times basic op tested is 11

�� Worse case: the item is either the last in the list of not Worse case: the item is either the last in the list of not 
included in the list, i.e. times basic op tests is included in the list, i.e. times basic op tests is NN (where N (where N 
is the cardinality of the set)is the cardinality of the set)

�� Average case: assume that the probability of item Average case: assume that the probability of item 
existing in set is existing in set is pp. Examine the two cases . Examine the two cases 
independently. If the item is in one could expect that on independently. If the item is in one could expect that on 
average it would be found midway through, average it would be found midway through, ieie N/2. If not N/2. If not 
in the obviously N basic operations are done. Therefore in the obviously N basic operations are done. Therefore 
average case time complexity is:average case time complexity is:

p * (N/2) + (1-p) * N = N – p*N / 2
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Growth functionsGrowth functions

�� Algorithmic complexity is expressed in Algorithmic complexity is expressed in 
terms of a function that relates the terms of a function that relates the 
problem size to the corresponding problem size to the corresponding 
complexity (time or space). This function is complexity (time or space). This function is 
called the called the growth functiongrowth function

�� egeg g(ng(n) = 3*n) = 3*n22 + 4n + 5 is a growth + 4n + 5 is a growth 
function of a given algorithm relative to the function of a given algorithm relative to the 
problem size n.problem size n.

Analysis of Growth functionsAnalysis of Growth functions

�� On first view, it may On first view, it may 
not be obvious to not be obvious to 
evaluate which evaluate which 
growth function is growth function is 
preferable among preferable among 
alternatives. alternatives. 

�� However analysis of However analysis of 
the following functions the following functions 
for different values of for different values of 
n give some useful n give some useful 
insights:insights:
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Analysis of Growth FunctionAnalysis of Growth Function
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Analysis of growth functionsAnalysis of growth functions

�� Examining the previous table some very interesting Examining the previous table some very interesting 
conclusions can be drawn:conclusions can be drawn:
�� Functions behave very differently for small values (Functions behave very differently for small values (egeg g3 and g1 g3 and g1 

are among the worst for small numbers but outperform them in are among the worst for small numbers but outperform them in 
big big nn sizessizes

�� The term that has the highest power dominates the function cost.The term that has the highest power dominates the function cost.
The smaller the power of the highest power term, the better the The smaller the power of the highest power term, the better the 
function cost as function cost as nn increasesincreases

�� Term coefficient are of little importanceTerm coefficient are of little importance
�� For functions where For functions where nn is in the exponent, the complexity cost is in the exponent, the complexity cost 

becomes so large even for moderate sizes that becomes becomes so large even for moderate sizes that becomes 
virtually impossible to use (in g6 for example, even if we assumvirtually impossible to use (in g6 for example, even if we assume e 
100 billion basic operations per second it needs more that 4 100 billion basic operations per second it needs more that 4 
billion years to reach a solution for n = 100 !!!!!)billion years to reach a solution for n = 100 !!!!!)
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Analysis of growth functionsAnalysis of growth functions

�� It is therefore obvious that in general It is therefore obvious that in general 
(some exceptions are discussed later in (some exceptions are discussed later in 
the course) when designing/choosing an the course) when designing/choosing an 
algorithm we should base our decision on algorithm we should base our decision on 
the the dominant termdominant term. . 

Asymptotic AnalysisAsymptotic Analysis

�� The conclusions drawn are more formally The conclusions drawn are more formally 
presented in asymptotic analysis of growth presented in asymptotic analysis of growth 
functions using three notations, functions using three notations, 
�� OO:: big oh, big oh, 

�� ΩΩ:: big omega, big omega, 

�� ΘΘ:: big thetabig theta
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Big Oh NotationBig Oh Notation

�� A function A function t(nt(n)) ∈∈ OO((g(ng(n))) if ) if t(nt(n)) is bounded is bounded 
above by some constant multiple of above by some constant multiple of g(ng(n)) for all for all 
large large nn. i.e.. i.e.

�� where c and nwhere c and n00 are the constant multiple and are the constant multiple and 
the starting n value respectivelythe starting n value respectively

0)(*)( nnngcnt ≥∀≤

Basic O classes Basic O classes 
(in order of preference)(in order of preference)

�� O(1)O(1) constantconstant

�� O(O(loglog(n(n)))) logarithmiclogarithmic e.g. g3e.g. g3

�� O(nO(n)) linearlinear e.g. g1e.g. g1

�� O(nO(n**loglog(n(n)))) nn--loglog--nn e.g. g5e.g. g5

�� O(nO(n22)) quadraticquadratic e.g. g2e.g. g2

�� O(nO(n33)) cubiccubic e.g. g4e.g. g4

�� O(2O(2nn)) exponentialexponential e.g. g6e.g. g6
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Omega and Theta NotationsOmega and Theta Notations

�� ΩΩ is similar to is similar to OO but bounds the growth but bounds the growth 
function from belowfunction from below

�� ΘΘ bounds the function both above and below bounds the function both above and below 
for different constant multipliersfor different constant multipliers

0)(*)(::))(()( nnngcntngnt ≥∀≥Ω∈

012 )(*)()(::))(()( nnngcntngcngnt ≥∀≤≤Θ∈

Calculate Growth FunctionsCalculate Growth Functions
Non recursive caseNon recursive case

�� Identify parameter that determines problem sizeIdentify parameter that determines problem size
�� Identify basic operation of algorithm (the set of Identify basic operation of algorithm (the set of 

consecutive operations that is expected to run on consecutive operations that is expected to run on 
time). Usually the operations of the innermost looptime). Usually the operations of the innermost loop

�� Develop sum equations for each loop relative to the Develop sum equations for each loop relative to the 
parameter identified. Nested loops are summations parameter identified. Nested loops are summations 
of summations, sequential are additionsof summations, sequential are additions

�� For each summation determine the size (based on For each summation determine the size (based on 
analysis type)analysis type)

�� Convert the summations into a growth functionConvert the summations into a growth function
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NonNon--recursive growth function recursive growth function 
calculation examplescalculation examples

�� Range of values in an arrayRange of values in an array

�� Finding the sum of squares of consecutive Finding the sum of squares of consecutive 
numbersnumbers

�� Matrix multiplicationMatrix multiplication

�� Binary digits of a decimal numberBinary digits of a decimal number

Calculate Growth FunctionsCalculate Growth Functions
Recursive caseRecursive case

�� Identify parameter that determines problem sizeIdentify parameter that determines problem size
�� Identify basic operation of algorithmIdentify basic operation of algorithm
�� Set up a recurrence relation and terminal conditionsSet up a recurrence relation and terminal conditions
�� Solve the recurrence if possible or ascertain the Solve the recurrence if possible or ascertain the 

growth ordergrowth order

ExamplesExamples

�� Factorial functionFactorial function
�� Towers of HanoiTowers of Hanoi
�� Binary digits of a decimal numberBinary digits of a decimal number
�� The Fibonacci numbersThe Fibonacci numbers
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Empirical AnalysisEmpirical Analysis

�� Mathematical Analysis can be too Mathematical Analysis can be too 
complicated or even impossible to complicated or even impossible to 
evaluate in detailevaluate in detail

�� Empirical analysis tests the relative time Empirical analysis tests the relative time 
an algorithm runs for different input sizesan algorithm runs for different input sizes

�� If a large enough test set is obtained then If a large enough test set is obtained then 
we can use regression to establish the we can use regression to establish the 
growth functiongrowth function

Empirical AnalysisEmpirical Analysis

�� Implement the algorithmImplement the algorithm
�� Using a random generator, create a set of inputs S for each Using a random generator, create a set of inputs S for each 

input type of the algorithm, all respecting a given value N thatinput type of the algorithm, all respecting a given value N that
represents the problem sizerepresents the problem size

�� Run the algorithm for each set of inputs you deem generic Run the algorithm for each set of inputs you deem generic 
enough and record the average execution timeenough and record the average execution time

�� Repeat the same process for different number of N (it is best Repeat the same process for different number of N (it is best 
that N grows larger than linear to obtain values for large N as that N grows larger than linear to obtain values for large N as 
well)well)

�� Plot the T Plot the T vsvs N graph and using statistical methods suggest N graph and using statistical methods suggest 
the corresponding growth functionthe corresponding growth function

�� Test with Test with ‘‘realisticrealistic’’ inputs sets if needed (e.g. it is safe to inputs sets if needed (e.g. it is safe to 
assume that text processing algorithms should not use assume that text processing algorithms should not use 
random input as it is known that certain characters have more random input as it is known that certain characters have more 
occurrences than others)occurrences than others)


